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hatis being done todayaboutthe tide of

W exclusion facing so manyof the world’s

young people? Images ofyouth unrest,
unemployment, delinquency, despair and conflictare all

too well-known,asis the discourse ontheir causes, but

how well-knownarethe solutionsbeing actively sought

around the world, particularly in the countries of the

South? With this presentseries, Innovationsfor Youth,

UNESCO's youth project “EDUCATION TO FIGHT

EXCLUSION”hasdecided to identify, promote and
connect particular projects around the world, which are
indicative ofnew trends and seem to holdrich lessons

{for all those combating youth marginalization. It is,
indeed, vital that governments, UN agencies,

internationalorganizations, NGO's, educators and also

communities learn of innovationsfor youth and acquire a

new vision of how to approach young people's problems

andlearning needs. Current economicstructures and

education systems are obviously not servingthe interests

ofyoung people. Merely advocating their expansion can
onlylead tofurther marginalization ofyoung people and

accordinglyfurtherjeopardize the future of the world.
Change is urgently needed, particularly in the field of
basic education.

As well asthis series, UNESCO's project “EDUCATION

TO FIGHTEXCLUSION”also directly supports a
selection ofprojects in over 30 countries. This can mean

developingpracticalskills such asfood processing,
recycling techniques, energy technologies or creating

alternative forms ofeducation such as learning through

video andradio, night andstreet schools, youth camps,

houseconstruction programmes, schemesfor the
upgrading ofslums. More often than not, these activities
are in the non-formal education sector. Each of the

UNESCO youth project's initiatives takes young people's

 

knowledge and willfor changeasits starting point, using

local creativity and, often, the popular orinformal
economyas the impetus for income-generating activities.

Through the informal economy, where solidarity and
entrepreneurialskills are vital, young people can acquire
literacyskills and see the concrete results of learning,
working together andsetting up businesses.

A few words aboutthe Project...
The wealth of experiencein the informal economyshows

that young people, especially in the South, have not been

waiting aroundfor answersto be given to them.Instead,

in the sprawling and crowded cities of the world, they
havealready begun to pull through, coming together in

networks, creating associations and developing small

jobs. It is UNESCO'stask, today, to validate their work

and useit as a wayto elaborate strategies for change

and create a renewed impetusfor basic education for

youth. The world can no longerafford to ignore the

plight of its excluded, notably in developing countries. It

is up to all thosefighting for change to supportprojects
and callfor a better use of resources, creating a wider

and moresustainable vision of the world and education
where young people, even the most excluded, can find

their place.

Contact:

EDUCATION TO FIGHTEXCLUSION

ED/EFA/YTH

UNESCO

7, Place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris 07 SP

France

Tel: 33 1 45 68 08 25

Fax: 33 1 45 68 56 29

E-mail: efa-yth@unesco.org
Internet: www.education.unesco.org/educprog/yth
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n the Lao People's Democratic
Republic, there are few possibilities
for women andgirls to take part

in or benefit from basic education
programmes." So begins the report
presenting the findings of a study
conducted in 1993 by the non-

governmental organization World
Education at the request of UNESCO*.
Just five years ago, not only was
education, whether formal or non-
formal, inaccessible to a great number

of young Lao women and girls -
particularly those belonging to ethnic

minorities - but the very idea that women mightlay
claim to it was unknownto the population as a

whole.

Against the current of these firmly established
beliefs, in 1994, the Governmentof the Lao People’s
Democratic Republic launched the Women's
Literacy and Basic Skills Training project, with
UNESCO's assistance and funding by Norway.

It should besaid that initially the project was not
devised as a youth project but as one forgirls and

womenbelonging to ethnic minorities or the most

* "Strategies for the promotion ofbasic education for women.
and girls", by Shalmali Guttal, World Education, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic, December 1993.  



deprived social groups. It was thus not imagined
from the outset to be a candidate for the present
“Innovations for Youth" series, which aims to
publish brochures on education projects fighting
the exclusion of young people. The ongoing
monitoring of the project, andits final evaluation
after four years’ execution in the field, definitely

indicate, however, thatit should be published in this
series.

From the very beginning,the activities conducted
concerned girls and very young women who
otherwise would probably have had greatdifficulty
in achieving self-fulfilment and contributing to
their family's welfare. One way or another,

they ran the risk of being excluded
from the development of their
villages, whereas today their
place in developmentis enviable
and often envied. In addition,
the benefits of the non-formal
education and basic skills
training they have received from

the project are such that today it
is boys, excluded from education and
anykind oftraining, who seekin their turn
to benefit from them. This is such a rare
occurrence that it should be hailed as a
sure sign of success.

   
  

  

   

Lastly, we should notethatits broad
harvestofresults and its scope have
already made the Women'sLiteracy

and Basic Skills Training project a

reference throughout the Lao

People's Democratic Republic,
and thatit is now beginning to

exercise a not inconsiderable
influence over educational

thinking in general.
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espite its natural wealth (including as yet
little-worked deposits of precious stones
and ores), the Lao People’s Democratic

Republic is a poor country. In 1995, per capita GNP
was estimated at US $350.Life
expectancyis 51 years, child mortality
125 per thousand; and infant

mortality under the age of 5 is 182
per thousand. Almost half the
children who survivearevery likely to

be chronically undernourished.

 

Atthe same time, increasingly rapid urbanization
has occurred in the last few years, particularly
in the capital, Vientiane.
Until very recently a large

administrative and market
town, it has now been
cautiously opened up to

tourism.It suffers from - still
moderate - traffic jams at

peak hours andis polluted by

the exhaust fumes from

thousands of motorcycles,

although admittedly, and

fortunately, it does not rival

the pollution problemsofits
neighbour, Bangkok, the Thai

megalopolis with its millions

of inhabitants. Nevertheless,
more than half of the rural
population and a quarter of

the urban population are

estimated to be poor.

The country's populationis

young(morethan 50 per cent

under the age of 20) with a marginally greater
numberof women(51 per cent) and forms a mosaic

of some 50 ethnic groups consisting of three major
classifications. The Lao Loumlive in the plains and

the Mekong valley (some 67 per cent of the

population), the Lao Theung onthehillsides (some

23 per cent) and the Lao Soungin villages high in
the mountains (some10percent)". The large number
of ethnic groups also implies a large number of

 

languages,cultures andtraditions; not all Laotians
necessarily speak Lao, the language of the largest
group.

 

* This is not scientific classification butone currently used.

As this booklet wasbeing written, the Lao Government, with

technical support from France, was preparing a
geographical and demographic atlas on methodical and
more rigorouslyscientific lines. This long-term study was
due to be completed and availablein 1999.
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see and the most disadvantaged, are not excluded
from development. At the same time there is

general awarenessthat the lasting success of this
type of investment also depends onits effective
contribution to the development of a healthy,

well-fed and well-educated society. One type of
developmentis not possible without the other but

in what order?

The government has accordingly made rural

> developmentoneofits main objectives, concentrating
its efforts on developing human resourcesin all
sectors. The state investment programmecurrently
focuses on improving basic facilities, while non-
formal education (NFE) with the provision of
healthcare services, drinking-water, sanitation and

"an improvementin lifestyles form the next stage in

“ the process.

It was with this in view that in 1994,
with support from UNESCO and Norway,
and aid from the non-governmental

© organization Ecoles Sans Frontiéres
f (Schools without Frontiers), and following

a pilot experiment conducted in the Luang
Namthaprovince, the governmentdevised

HUIMGN FESOULCES art tances te Womens trey an

ince 1986, the Lao People's
Democratic Republic has
been gradually moving

towards a market economy. While

the positive effects of this
economic transition are generally

recognized,it is also noted that the

lack of communications, health

and education facilities hampers
anyrealrise in living standards for

the majority of people. To date a
great proportion of development
funds has been invested in
engineering projects, communications,
agriculture, energy and forestry to
ensure that whole sectors of the
population, i.e. the most remote

Basic Skills Training project.

 



he Lao education system is in theory no more than 1 percent. With the national drop-
organized on the lines of five years of out rate standing at 60 percent,it is no wonder
primary schooling (‘Pathom’) followed by that manyofthe children who have dropped out of

three years each of lower and upper secondary primary schoolare in factilliterate or semi-literate.
schooling (‘Mathayom’). There are also

some secondary technical classes and

some first-level post-secondary
training courses.

In reality, however, the situation is

not so structured or reassuring.
Officially, 64 per cent of adults are
literate but only 35 per cent of women.
Average school attendance figures are
2.9 years for the population as a whole, with 3.9 for

menand 2.1 for women. Andthereis every likelihood that they will remain
so, since theylive in an environment where almost

It is estimated that primary schooling covers 69 nobodyreads, and where writing is hardly used at
per cent of its age-group, but secondary schooling all. In addition, these children have notreceived the
only 26 per cent and post-secondary establishments slightest technical or vocational training.

  



 

he possibilities of access to education vary
strikingly according to region, urban orrural

area, sex and ethnic group.

While the net school enrolmentrate (the number
of children aged 6 to 10 actually attending school
at the end of the school year) in the municipality of
Vientiane is 92 per cent, it is only 23 per cent in

4 ye

Aat disparit
Sekong,one of the most disadvantaged provinces of
the south. Some mountain regions have no schools
whatsoever, and more than 4,000 villages
{approximately one-third of the total number) have
no local primary school facilities. This being the

case,it frequently happens that children have never
seen a book, held a pencil, or been inside a

classroom.

 

The Lao Loum, however - who, as noted above,
represent two-thirds of the population - total 77

per cent of enrolled primary-school pupils, more

 

than 90 percent in secondary schools
and teachertraining, and 96 percentin
post-secondary education.

Another disparity is that girls and
women are under represented in the
school system: they account for 44
per cent of school children, 40 per
cent of teachers, 38 per cent of
trainee-teachers, 28 per cent of

students in higher education and 15
per cent of polytechnic students.

Morethan half the girls from ethnic minorities do
not attend school and most of those who do go
no further than the second grade of primary

education.

Pupil attendancefigures are not the only negative
factor. Many teachers tend to leave teaching in
search of better pay elsewhere. The result is that

some 35 per cent of primary teachers are

underqualified, this percentage being higher
still in the poorest provinces.

It will be seen that much remains to be
donein education, and the governmenthas

made education for all a long-term investment

priority for the future of the country. Improving
the quality of teaching and extending education
facilities to rural areas means a complete

overhaul in manyfields: curricula and methods,
the quality and supply of textbooks and other
teaching materials, teacher training, and
reaching out to ethnic minorities. The Lao
Governmentreceives aid for this purpose from a
numberof partners, mainly the World Bank, the

Asian Development Bank (ADB), UNICEF,
Switzerland and Norway.



hile it is essential to improve the formal
education system,it is clear that results

will not be immediate. Following the
World Conference on Education for All held in
Jomtien (Thailand) in 1990, the Lao People's

Democratic Republic adopted ambitious goals and
within a very short time-scale:

~ achievingliteracy for 80 per cent of those aged
between 15 and 40 by the year 2000;
~ providing 50 per centof the newlyliterate with

basic education programmes equivalent to a
complete primary course, as well as the possibility
of acquiring basicskills or vocational training.

ry f J
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To meet these challenges, a National Centre was

set up in Vientiane in 1992 to draw up a teaching

programme and prepare textbooks and all other

necessary teaching materials. In 1993, the
governmentdecided to put anotheriron in thefire
by changing what was then the Ministry of

Education's Adult Education Departmentto a Non-
Formal Education Department(NFED). Thanks to the
cooperation ofall the provincial education services,
this new department has special responsibility for
orchestrating a major national literacy campaign
aimed at teaching some 40,000illiterate adults to
read and write each year up to the year 2000; also

for coordinating non-formal education projects
supported bybilateral or international partners. An
example is the Women's Literacy and Basic Skills
Training project, supported by UNESCO and Norway,
best known under its administrative reference
number 504/LAQ/11. It has the largest scope,
funding resources andinfluence.

  

The Lao People's Democratic Republic has thus
established a non-formal education mechanism
(‘Bamlung Vathanatam’) which should provide a

second chanceforall illiterate adults: that is the
opportunity of acquiring, in three years,a level of
basic education equivalentto thatofthe five years
of primary schooling, and even of attending, in
the subsequentfour years, a specific programme
leading to the level normally achieved during the
six years of secondary schooling.

 



he Women's Literacy and Basic Skills
Training project was founded on the very
logical argumentthat since great numbers

ofgirls and women,especially in ethnic minorities,
have had no schooling simply because in most cases

it is not accessible, they should be given a second

chance by being reached asclosely as possible, in
terms of both distance and educational content.
There is no question of providing them with schools
of a traditional type; instead, the aim is to set up
learning centres in which they can receive basic

education suited to their needs and context.

Basic education, yes, but for what purpose? To
improve their living conditions and those oftheir
families. Learning to read, write and do arithmetic
(the basic “three Rs") is an advantage no one denies
buton its ownitis not enough to meetall needs.It

is admittedly a necessary key, but no more than a key.
Over and above this, women andgirls need to have

the opportunity of acquiring skills which will make
them more efficient in essential, not to say vital,
fields of everyday life directly related to their
environment, such as hygiene, health, food,

gardening and keeping small livestock. This is
something that women themselves will see as a
useful incentive to becoming literate, something
which,atfirst sight, might not appeal to them. They
might argue thatthere is no point, as an adult, in
learning to read or write whenthere is nothing to
read and no reason to write, and when they also
have such a heavy workload ofinescapable chores.
However, learning to beliterate so as to accede to

useful skills which will help to lighten their daily

burdens, improve everydaylife and prevent possible
misfortunes, all this can make sense... and be

attractive.

 

In this respect, there was nothing particularly

new in comparison with whatis usually called
“functional”literacy. Yet, the 504/LAQ/11 project
aimed to be more ambitious and break new



ground. It would teach reading, writing and But having begunso well, why stop halfway, why
arithmetic and basic skills - all components of not push ontothelogical conclusion? If a woman
basic education - but would also teach the taking part in the project has succeeded atall
rudiments of techniques which would enable stages of the different forms of learning and

training offered her, then
surely she can be given
additional help to carry out
a “mini-project" devised by
herself on the basis of her
newly acquired skills (an
“income-generating
activity"). For example, a
small loan might be made
available to her for starting
up her projected activity
and then be passed on to
another young womanonce
shehasrepaid it (a “revolving
fund"). This might be an
even moreattractive idea.

These are the broad lines of
the logic behind the
504/LAO/11 project. Once the
“whos"and the “whys” of the
project were well defined,
there remained to be
considered certain "minor"
technical details such as
“what”, "where", "when" and
“how" Putting the case
forcefully, what were the
contents to be taught, under
what programme? What were
the techniques to be taught,
with whatteaching materials?
In what centres, and who
wasto build them, with what
resources? When, at what

women to engage in gainful work and thus rate and for how long? Who would be the teachers
increase their family's income. This held out a responsible for this unprecedented kind of non-formal
tangible promise... and was an added education in the Lao People’s Democratic Republic,
attraction. ice. the literacy workers and technicaltrainers?

 



t should berealized that only a very few years
ago all these ideas were entirely new to the
country. The very concept of non-formal

education was in itself an innovation. Thus,
obviously, no ready-made programmeexisted and

there were no properly trained teachers. Begun in
1994, the 504/LAO/11 project has contributed
greatly duringits four yearsof executionin the field
to laying the foundation of non-formal education in
the Lao People’s Democratic Republic by supplying

To beginat the
beginning

the ingredients that werevital in order to secure a
long-lasting project. Of these, the first were the

trainers.

The national non-formal education centre, known

in Vientiane as the Km 8 Centre, played akeyrole in
this enterprise from the outset. It organized the
meetings and seminars necessary for discussion and
exchanges of ideas, and also theinitial training
courses for the project's trainers, both men and
women. It likewise prepared the teaching
programme and planned much of the teaching
material, as well as a post-literacy journal entitled
XaoBan.

Government employees, mostly men and women
teachers trained in one of the country's teacher
training colleges, wereinvited to work at Km 8, The
project enabled some of them to go on study tours
in countries of the region with more experience of
non-formal education,such as China, Viet Nam and

in particular Thailand, where non-formal
education has been in place for several
decades. In addition, the similarity

between the Thai and Lao languages
madeforfruitful exchanges. Three people
were awarded a project-financed grant to
continue studying with a view to
obtaining a master’s degree in non-formal
education at a Thai university. A total of

nearly 70 civil servants were trained in
this way to become
the basic supervisory
personnel for non-
formal education in
the Lao People’s

Democratic Republic,
both in Vientiane and
in the provincial and
district education
services where the

project was carried out*, and in the
two regional non-formal education centres
subsequently set up in Paksé for the south and
Luang Prabang for the north. In four years, more
than 350 people attended training sessions
organized under the project, including more than
100 men and womentrainers appointed directly to
work in the centres, who were given special

induction training in adult education methods.
Morethan 60 per cent of these were women.

 

With the assistance of technicians from the NGO
Ecoles sans Frontiéres already involved in the
training oftrainers, the staff of the national NFE
Centre prepared a special non-formal education
programme,with 60 percentofits contentdivided
up into 16 thematic brochures, illustrated and
embellished with posters. The Paksé and Luang
Prabang Regional Centres produced the remaining
40 percent of brochures,adapting them to thelocal

context of the provinces of the south and the north.

“Theproject was carried outin the provinces ofLuang Prabang, Luang Namtha and Sayaboury in the north;Xieng Khouang and

Vientiane Province in the centre; Champasak and Saravanein the south, plus the special Saysombounezone.



 

It was these brochures and various supplementary

educational materials which the trainers learned to
use at their training sessions.

The basic techniques chosen to be taughtin the
centres were two subjects much sought after in
manyregions of the country for their immediate
homeusefulness or the possibility of earning little

money: these were dressmaking and weaving. The
lao People’s Democratic Republic has a great
tradition of weaving on hand loomswith natural
raw materials (silk or cotton and dyes), and using
traditional motifs which vary from one region to

another and are in some cases very ancient. The
textiles wovenin the project are immediately put to
use in everyday life, for example in making the

‘sinh’, a traditional straight skirt worn by many
women, particularly among the Lao Loum.

However, it has often been pointed out that in
being confined to two basic techniques, the

projecthassofar lackedflexibility. The practice of ©
weaving is not widespread throughout the

 

country andis even entirely alien to thetraditions
of certain ethnic minorities, while other craft
techniques have been neglected such as
embroidery,pottery and basket-making,to cite only
a few examples.

Trainers in basic techniques are usually recruited
locally and the project pays them a monthly
allowance. Mostof them are people whoare highly
proficient in dressmaking or weaving, since
frequently they have engaged in these
professionally. However, over the years, some
sufficiently gifted former pupils have also been
recruited as trainers. The great majority of trainers
are women. Before being confronted with their
pupils, most of them receive special adult education
training, since being proficient in a technique does
not necessarily mean that one knows how to passit

on to someoneelse. Thetaskis all the moredifficult
whenthe pupils are adolescents or young adults
whoselevel of general education is very low. For

example, it is advisable for a dressmakerto be able
to count, so as to take measurements
and relate them to a pattern.
Training sessions haveusually .
been organized in NFE
Regional Centres, but
they are also held in
district educati
services.

  



   

on-formal education doesn’t usually take
place in school, but in a learning centre
where pupils should have the opportunity

of not only being taught but also of exchanging
ideas or obtaining information. The chances of such
places being successful dependto a great extent on
their integration within the local environment, that

is to say, the tolerant understanding and effective
participation of the communities concerned. As a
first sign of their commitment, the 504/LAO/11
project centres were built by the villagers

themselves, underthe direction of local committees

and with material assistance from district or
provincial authorities or local associations, in
particular the Women's Union. There was no
question of major building projects. The centres
reflect traditional village structures making
extensive use of local materials such as bamboo.
This does not make them permanent buildings
which will stand the test of time, but it makes it
possible, when necessary, as has happened in

MuangXing,for stalwart villagers to get together
and actually transport them from one site to
another. This indicates the extent of the
community's commitment to the project and its
expansion.

The Luang Namthapilot experiment showedthat,
in many cases, in order to get pupils to enrol in
learning centres and make sure that they did not
drop out, it was necessary to offer them

accommodation and also catering facilities, for
example supplies ofrice, which is the staple diet in
the Lao People's Democratic Republic. Many of the
project's centres accordingly comprise not only
literacy teaching premises and sewing and weaving
workshops but also a dormitory, a kitchen and very

often a kitchen garden and a small chicken run. In
some cases the provincial administration also

providesrice.

Thus, in four years, 23 Community Learning

Centres have been built in the seven provinces in
whichthe project has been introduced. Each centre

ity understanding and
can accommodate some 40 pupils per session,
lasting six months from November to the end of
April. In the remaining months, pupils are usually
needed by their families to workin thefields; in any
case, the monsoonandits rainy season often make

roads impossible and any kindoftravel an ordeal.

The 40 girls and women ofa learning centre are
usually under the supervision of four trainers, one
eachforliteracy, post-literacy training, sewing and

weaving, with one of them - usually theliteracy
teacher - acting as director. Contrary to the
expectations of the project's designers, only a
minority of women are directors (11 per cent).
However,it is often pointed out that the presence of
so many girls and women can sometimes arouse
“too much" interest among the young male

villagers, and that it is a very good, not to say
salutary, idea to have a mandirecting the centre.

Each centre has the teaching materials produced
by the NFE Centres (the 16-brochure literacy
programme, guides to weaving, posters, etc.) and

also strip cartoons developed by Ecoles Sans
Frontiéres and other materials produced with
UNICEF support. Some centres have received
wooden cases that can be opened up into mini
portable libraries (with booklets, posters,
information, etc). These can be used as lending

libraries with reading matter for pupils, and



 

sometimes evenforvillagers. Project financing has
helped the provincial administrations concerned to
supply each centre on average with ten sewing
machines and ten looms.

One should not imagine that, once open, the
centres were submerged bya flood of pupils. Young

women,especially of the Lao Theung and Lao Soung
minorities, did not rush spontaneously to enrol. On

the contrary, many reasons held them back. In the
first place, many villagers are not convinced that
education, whether traditional or non-formal, is

worthwhile, especially for girls; and they have no
desire to see their womenfolk lined up on the

benchesofa literacy schoolroom. Secondly, in some

ethnic minorities, it is culturally inconceivable for a
young womantoleave thevillage unaccompanied.
Furthermore,it is felt that girls who do not speak
Lao mayfindit difficult to learn to read and write
in that language. The distance between the centre
and the homevillage may be another drawback, as
is also the question of board and lodging, in
particular the catering arrangements.Lastly,in the
Lao People's Democratic Republic - and surely this
also applies elsewhere in the world - husbands
often consider that a wife should live with her
husband,not sleep away from homein a dormitory,
especially if she has children.

So newideas have hadto be foundto tackle all
these obstacles. The language problem has often
been eased by the ethnic mix of pupils and the
fact that the centres’ trainers frequently include
women who themselves come from the local
ethnic minority. When they are welcomedin their
mother tongue,pupils are able to integratefairly
rapidly and become used to the Lao language.

But this is obviously an area in which much
remains to be done. The ideal solution would be
for trainers to receive training in teaching Lao as
a second language. Today, however, thereisstill

no foreseeable prospect of second language

teaching.

The food problem has been solved by the
provision of little kitchen garden surrounding

each centre, the rearing of small livestock, or,
better still, an allowance of rice from the
provincial authorities. But in certain centres
living conditionsarestill so difficult that pupils
drop out during the session. The problem of
distance has been reduced asfar as possible by
relocating centres nearer the most remote
villages. Some centres have even been relocated
several times during the four years of the
project.
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results

   

  

s it neared completion in 1998,the project
underwenta final external evaluation.This
indicated clearly that the variousefforts to

makeit more responsive to the needs of potential
beneficiaries had been fruitful. To sum up,in four
years a total of nearly 3,200 girls and women
enrolled voluntarily in the project's 23 centres, and

ouraging

2,759 actually regularly took part in the activities
proposed. The percentages were 34 per cent Lao
Loum,42 per cent Lao Theung and 24 per cent Lao
Soung, so that, in line with the objectives sought, a

large majority of young women from ethnic
minorities did in fact benefit from the project.
Furthermore, the average dropout rate was 12 per
cent (very muchless than the 30 per cent deemed
acceptable in the Project Document), which proves
that thetraining providedin the centres answered a
real need.

The trainers continually monitor the pupils’
sai a ining, and at the end of each

session officials from
the district

tipi ihe

education service come to test their ability to
read, write, calculate and solve problems. The
pass rate appears to have beentotal, since after

the test all the pupils were declared literate and
were accordingly awarded the official certificate
issued by the Department of Non-Formal

Education.

It is much moredifficult

to measure exactly the

real benefits of post-
literacy training. It is
recognized that the
effects of acquiring basic
skills become manifest
over a_ longer term,
provided that there is the
additional precaution of

establishing significant benchmarks
from the outset so that any

improvements can be properly appraised.
Here improvements vary widely. For
example, in one centre, trainers will
openly say: “Before attending the centre,
many young women had no notion of
hygiene. They were dirty and did not
wash for days on end. Today they have
got into the habit of washing daily, and
wearing clean clothes."In the course of
a village visit, some peasant farmers

said that before the centre wasbuilt «there were
no latrines in the village, but now every house

has a latrine of some kind. Pigs roamed freely
through the village, whereas today they are kept

pennedin». In anothervillage there had been «no
case of cholera or diarrhoea this year», and far

fewer children had beenill. Many women who
have attended a centre are glad to say that they

are now able to help their children with their
lessons. One woman even proudly displays the
blackboard in her house, on which she helps her

children do their evening homework. In yet
anothervillage, where formerly no woman had

 



been to school or been taughtliteracy, since the

value of education was not recognized, still less
appreciated, one womansays that she wants her
own children to have as much education as
possible. However, one cannot claim with full
certainty that these beneficial changesarea direct

 

result of the project. In the absence of rigorously
established indicators and information compiled

methodically from the start and regularly updated,
it is risky to draw conclusions on the subject.

The evaluation did however reveal some minor
surprises. In line with its logical approach, the
project was designed for girls and women having
very little or no education.It will be recalled that, as
its title indicates, the 504/LAQ/11 project was

primarily a “literacy and basic skills training"
project. In fact, the educational levels of
participants ranged widely from nothing up to eight

2

years’ schooling. Some 10 per cent had reached or
even completed lower secondary education.

Pupils in the latter category are not in fact

interested in the centres’ literacy sessions. What
interests them is post-literacy activities, which are

beneficial for improving their
skills in the very useful fields of
everyday life such as hygiene,
health, cookery recipes,

gardening, keeping domestic
animals, etc. But let us have no
illusions: their main reason for

attending centres is to learn a
technique that will enable them
to earn an income and improve

everydaylife for the family. There
are even casesof girls attending

twofull training sessions so as to
learn weaving at the first and
sewing at the second(see the box

“Vansy").

This trend is borne out by the
unexpected and growing number
of men applying to take
advantage of the project. For
example, in Ban Hékhong,in the

province of Saravane, men can
already be seen in the project

centre working on sewing machines. Officials of
the Sayaboury province education service are even
planning to go further in the future, and open the
centres widely to men. The centres might then

teach new techniques traditionally reserved for
men, such as ironworking and basketry. Thus a
surprising result is that the project centres tend to
be seen by the villagers, and some of the

supervisory training staff, as vocational training
centres. This goes far beyondtheiroriginal purpose,
and will certainly raise problems, since they have
not been so designed, nor have their trainers been
trained to provide vocational education.



nce they areliterate, have acquired basic
skills in the main fields of everydaylife,
and are trained as dressmakers or weavers,

or even both, young womenareinvited to prepare a
personal "mini-project" proposing an activity they
wish to engagein ontheir return to thevillage. It is
not surprising that their projects for “income-

Realistic aims
generating activities" are almost always directly
linked with the subjects taught at the training
session. One young woman wants to buy a sewing
machinesoasto earn alittle more money at home
doing odd jobs for her family or friends using the
skills she has acquired; another, to use the cookery
recipes she has learned to open asoup stall. Another
would like to set up as a professional weaver. Her
husbandorfather is prepared to construct a loom,
but shestill needs to buy small parts forit, which
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are moredifficult to produce - cards and shuttles or
raw material such as thread. Many would like to

start keeping hens or ducks,or even buy a pig.

Almostall the womenparticipants in the project
devised a "mini-project’; the exceptions were those
who were afraid that they would not be able to

reimburse a loan. Once a “mini-project”
has been examined by the local project
management committee, each pupil is
given a sum of money to finance it,

provided she reimburses it by agreed
stages overa period clearly accepted and
countersigned in a form specially

prepared by the DNFE. Whenall the reimbursement
dates have been metandtheoriginal sum repaid to
the local fund, another young womanwill be able to
benefit in the same way, with the loan thus

constituting a “revolving fund".

Initially, the project planners fixed the amount of
the individual revolving fund at a total of US $65.
This was no chance decision, but corresponded at

the time to the cost of a sewing machine or the
equivalent in Lao currency of

45,000 kips. It was also
stipulated that the loan should
be reimbursed over three years.
There was no mention of
charging interest of any kind.

When this theoretically
simple arrangement was put
into practice, the government

employees responsible for
administering the project
nevertheless made some minor
errors. Firstly, the reimbursement
schedules were not the same
everywhere. Depending on each
case, reimbursement schedules
can last two to three years as
their number of payments can
be variable. Secondly, in some



 

places interest was charged, at varying rates
depending on the centre. For example, in Vientiane
province a lump sum reimbursementof5,000kips is
required; in Sayaboury 1 per cent interest is
charged, while in Xieng Khouang 5 percent is
charged to defray the village committee's
managementcosts.

Next, from the start of the project the recipients
were paid in national currency; but, since then, the

amount has never been reviewed. During the four
years of the project, each beneficiary systematically

received 45,000 kips, and undertook naturally to
reimburse the same amount. Yet during these four
years the lao currency was severely devalued,
apparently without this factor catching anyone's
attention within the project. The result, on the one

hand, wasthat the loan system becameunfair, since
the value of the loan varied according to the date
upon whichit wasreceived. On the other, recipients
were reimbursing a sum amountingto less than that
which they had received (in exactly inverse
proportion to the devaluation rate over the same
period). The result was that the project lost money.
And,lastly the logical purpose of the revolving fund
has lost much of its meaning: the lending of the

  

  

 

   

 

  

     

  

 

amount necessary to buy a sewing machine to a
person who,over a period of several months, makes
the effort to learn how to sew,fits into a coherent
approach, where the educationalprocess is driven by
a sustainable development perspective. Obviously
with devaluation, and the context of the recent
economiccrisis whichis still besetting many South-
East Asian countries, including the Lao People's

Democratic Republic, this process no longer makes
sense.The loan no longerpermits the acquisition

of the same amount of goods. If the
project is to carry on with loans for
sewing machines, it would be
more accurate then to
talk of assistance,
or even a gift. The
immediate and
long-term results are
by no means the
same.
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education project, however well designed, can

be d 100 per cent success fromthe outset. Onehas to
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which have to be put right to achieve acceptable

results. We are not reporting a triumphant success,
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few months ago, at the beginning of the 1998
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women aged 15.to.30 who had-enrolled.to improve

their skills and learn sewing. In previous years,

weaving wus-also taught, but-there is not much

demandforit in the region. The. looms have beenput

on thescrap heap. As the directorsays,“IF it goes on
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sewing machines”
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already gone to four neighbouring villages to try to

arouse interest among-girls and women, but without
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to try-to-convinee-them,- but she wonders whether

she will -succeed—in. gettiag

together enough pupils to justify.

another session next year:
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leaming centre. apened in 1995.
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secondsession had to be organized.
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thecause, sheis a graduate of Dong Dok University
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the local Women’s Union. :

The director has, however, one-regret: the lack-of

diversity in the techniques taught in the centres.

Xieng Khouang province contains the famous Plain

of Jars. Surely one could introduce the-learning- of

techniques geared-to tourism-and-restoration work?
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remote village with. nothing to read and written
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Afirst requisite was to train people to be able to

produce a newspaper. Initial:training took the form
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c/o UNDP,
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